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DESIGNERS’ COMMENTS

This cost-effective simplified approach should be considered for lightly loaded conservatories only. 
If protection against radon gas is required, ask about alternative compliant protective approaches. 
“The Conservatory Base Cavitray manufactured by Cavity Trays of Yeovil makes this design approach perform
100%”  - Surveyor Don Wentworth of Installer magazine - Top 100 Trades Windows, Doors and Conservatories. 
Always determine whether your structure is deemed exempt. An exempt structure falls within defined dimension
parameters and must have a compliant proportion of glass, be separated from the dwelling by doors, be without
heat and be thermally disconnected from the property to which it is attached. Always check with your Local Building
Control office. If the conservatory is not exempt, refer to traditional DPC disciplines at ground level and the status of
the conservatory roof intersection with the existing building as Building Regulations will apply – see Type E cavitray.

USE 
To provide sub structure damp protection where a
restricted single brick foundation is used in the
construction of an exempt conservatory.  

INTRODUCTION
Exempt conservatories can benefit a simplified
foundation design conditional on the ground
conditions being acceptable and the foundation
strip being proportioned to ensure acceptable
load spread. With a foundation depth in excess of
700mm (to avoid frost heave) a simplified
approach permits conservatory contractors to
reduce both time and cost in arriving at
conservatory base level.

TYPE ECBC EXEMPT 
CONSERVATORY BASE CAVITRAY
The Type ECBC cavitray is bedded in the exterior
skin and crosses the cavity as it rises towards the
inner skin where it terminates against it (unless the
optional profile to build into it is stipulated). 
It acts as a conventional horizontal DPC and
arrests gravitating penetrating water, preventing
pooling at a lower level. Arrested water is

discharged out of the structure via caviweeps
incorporated within perp joints at 900mm centres.
The slab membrane ideally extends upwardly into
the cavity void under the tray or may terminate
within the same bed course.
With profiled lengths and preformed angles and
bonding strips to link lapping sections, the
conservatory installation can benefit a consistent
and swiftly formed build detail. 

HOW TO ORDER
Advise number and lengths and internal / external
angles. Advise specific dimensions if you have a
non-standard requirement.

SPECIFICATION WORDING
Type ECBC Exempt Conservatory Base Cavitray by
Cavity Trays of Yeovil Somerset BA22 8HU (01935
474769).
Bed in exterior skin at appropriate level, lap and
use bonding strip to link adjacent sections.

PRODUCT NAME 
Type ECBC Exempt Conservatory Base Cavitray

CAVITY WIDTHS ACCOMMODATED
From 75mm up to 150mm (stipulate)

DIMENSIONS 
125 x 170 x cavity width

BESPOKE OPTIONS
Yes

TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION COMPATIBLE
Yes adopting single skin format + base slab

NEW WORK APPLICATIONS
Yes

RETROFIT APPLICATIONS
No – see Type E 

MASONRY SKIN STYLES
No known limitation with compatible base
dimensions

UNDULATING MASONRY FACES
Compatible

CONGRUENT WITH OTHER WALL ELEMENTS
No identified incompatibility within specific
application

MATERIAL
Polypropylene

COLOUR
Dark grey / black

EXTRUDES / COMPRESSES UNDER LOAD
No

WEIGHT
Average 0.6 kg per metre run

REGULATION COMPLIANCE
Yes can be used to satisfy exempt conservatory

CAD DOWNLOADS
Yes

Type ECBC
Exempt Conservatory Base Cavitray

• Pre-shaped lengths, angles and stopends

• Build cost reduction

• Speeds getting out of the ground

• Standardised and consistent detail

DAMP-PROOFING
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